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Dear River Deep Supporter,

As we look forward to a new year of helping veterans and other individuals with 
disabilities, I will be doing so in a new role. In 2021 I transitioned from President to 
Executive Director of River Deep Foundation, allowing me to focus on the bigger 
vision of the organization as we grow. 
 
After navigating the ever-changing landscape of 2020 the team at River Deep Foundation entered 2021 with 
enthusiasm. We were able to serve our clients with a  full schedule of outings and activities and kept them 
connected to the community that they have come to rely on. When the pandemic began, our clients were 
particularly at risk for many reasons. For some, staying isolated indoors is their daily routine which can easily 
lead to suicidal ideation or worse, succumbing to the despair. Our goal is to provide an outlet for them, so they 
can benefit from the healing effects of reengaging in life. When the very core of our mission is compromised due 
to other circumstances we have to balance the risks of isolation versus the need for connection. We appreciate 
our outfitters providing safe and quality outings to keep our clients engaged.

In 2021 we officially added three new organizations to our alliance of like-minded nonprofits, Denver Adaptive 
Divers, Belleview Spine and Wellness, and Comeback Yoga. The collaboration among the alliance members has 
been noteworthy and we are inspired to grow this model to the extent that it continues to serve our clients. 

Having great programs is one thing, but reaching those who can benefit from them is another. Our relationships 
with the Soldier Recovery Unit (SRU) at Ft Carson and Operation TBI Freedom (OTF) are strong and they are 
vital sources of outreach to veterans in need. We are also now serving veteran clients referred by staff at the VA.

We were honored to be recognized by Operation TBI Freedom with a 
beautiful plaque. They provide many services to veterans who suffer with 
Traumatic Brain Injury and we are proud to be their main source of 
recreational outings. I am grateful to work with their case managers to offer 
a resource that keeps their clients active and engaged.

Thank you for the tireless efforts of everyone who helps make our programs 
a success. We foresee another successful year of healing lives, one adventure 
at a time!

Alfredo Garcia, Jesus Garcia and Steve Smith 
from Operation TBI Freedom present a flag 
and thank you plaque to Bob Adwar.

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR, BOB ADWAR

Sincerely, 
Bob Adwar 
Executive Director
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OUR STORY
The journey to the formation of the River Deep Foundation (RDF) 
began over twenty years ago when small business owner and outdoors-
man, Bob Adwar, in his role as Humanitarian Outreach Chairman for 
the Denver Chapter of Safari Club International (SCI), began orga-
nizing hunting and fishing outings for patients of Craig Hospital, the 
nation’s premier spinal cord injury rehabilitation hospital. The goal was 
to provide a relaxing day in the outdoors and show patients what they 
could accomplish, despite their new limitations. As injured and traumatized soldiers began to return from war 
zones in need of physical, psychological and emotional healing, the program expanded and started reaching out 
to veteran groups. As the number of outings, participants and collaboration with other nonprofits increased, it 
became vital to solidify our mission and brand the organization for easier communication and outreach. Thus, 
the River Deep Foundation was born. We have been operating as River Deep Foundation since 2017.

PROGRAMS
1. Recreational Group Outings. These outings facilitate healing through active re-engagement in life. Activities 
include blacksmithing, ballooning, archery, art classes, camping, cooking classes, equine assisted therapy, 
hunting, fencing, fishing, float trips, SCUBA instruction, trap shooting and more.

2. Collaboration with an alliance. Our alliance of complimentary 501c3 not-for-profit organizations share re-
sources, knowledge and ideas with the goal of providing more efficient and effective programming and outreach.

MISSION 
The River Deep Foundation is dedicated to helping military veterans and other individuals who have 
experienced physical, emotional or psychological trauma—and those who assist them—to heal and re-engage in 
life through adventure, recreation and a network of support.

 We understand that if an individual is in crisis, the family is in crisis. We incorporate participation of 
families in our programs wherever possible.

We believe in consistency.  We provide diverse, year-around opportunities for participants so they can avoid 
returning to a state of crisis and despair.

We believe in providing an instructional foundation. Our goal is to enable clients to explore new interests, 
start a new hobby and have the confidence to build on their experiences.

We believe in the power of cooperation. The collaboration within our alliance allows us to offer more resources 
to our mutual client base and provide a sense of community.

We believe in positive and inclusive experiences. Each individual is treated with dignity and encouraged to 
enjoy each experience without pressure.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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OUTINGS PROGRAM
Daily life for individuals with a debilitating injury or trauma 
can be stressful and isolating, leading to depression, anxiety, 
hopelessness, despair and, in too many cases, suicide. River 
Deep organizes and implements recreational outings—often in 
the outdoors —that provide a priceless day of peace, relaxation, 
camaraderie and fun in a safe, supportive environment. These 
outings are shown to have a therapeutic effect and facilitate the healing process, greatly improving one’s outlook 
and willingness to reengage in life. The River Deep Foundation funds and facilitates these group activities. 

Our current roster of activities includes blacksmithing, ballooning, archery, art classes, camping, cooking classes, 
equine assisted therapy, hunting, fencing, fishing, float trips, SCUBA instruction, trap shooting and more. They 
are instructional in nature and can be enjoyed equally by novices and experienced individuals alike. Based on the 
logistics and location of the activity some outings are exclusive to our veteran clients or Craig Hospital patients, 
while others are open to both groups, and provide meaningful interactions between the two. Family members 
and caregivers are invited to attend our events unless there is a safety issue, as in the case of hunting trips. We do 
this to create a shared experience and connection in a environment free of daily stressors. Much of our outreach 
to potential participants is done through case managers at our alliance organizations like Craig Hospital and 
Operation TBI Freedom, as well as through collaboration with the Soldier Recovery Unit (SRU) at Ft. Carson 
(formerly known as the Warrior Transition Battalion) and the VA.
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ARCHERY INSTRUCTION ART CLASSES COOKING CLASS
RMS Gear in Lakewood Colorado hosts 
our participants and families for archery 
instruction. 

The Art Students League of Denver and 
Cottonwood Art Center in Colorado Springs 
offer art classes like drawing, painting, book 
arts, ceramics and more.

Cookbook Author Leslie Fangman holds 
classes on cooking wild game at the Specialty 
Appliance showroom in Greenwood Village.

EQUINE ASSISTED LEARNING FAMILY FISHING & FUN DAYS HUNTING/TRAP SHOOTING
The U.S. Air Force Academy Equestrian 
Center Remount Foundation, hosts Equine 
Assisted Learning sessions. They help veterans 
learn and practice coping skills for symptoms 
of anxiety, PTSD, and depression. 

The Swift Ponds facility at Colorado Youth 
Outdoors Facility is the perfect setting for 
a day of relaxation with families. The days 
includes fishing, boating, archery, lunch and 
community building.

A variety of outfitters host us for hunts 
including pheasants, doves, turkeys, elk and 
wild hogs. 

FISHING OUTINGS CAMPING/BALLOONING WEEKEND FENCING INSTRUCTION
Anglers of Honor and Lincoln Hills Fly 
Fishing Club provides access to premier 
waters for fly fishing and instruction. The 
facility has been restored to allow access for 
individuals with disabilities so it is perfect for 
our groups

The Pikes Peak Ballooning Society hosts a 
yearly Celebration-of-Honor Balloon Fly for 
veterans at Eleven-Mile State Park in Colo-
rado. The day before, we host a camping trip 
for families with fishing and boating then 
everyone wakes up early to take flight.

Denver Fencing Center provides fencing 
instruction to both veterans and Craig 
Hospital patient participants. 

PAGE 8
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2021 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
We were excited to welcome clients back to our most popular activities that had been canceled in 2020 due to 
the pandemic, including the camping/balloon fly weekend, holiday party, fencing instruction, and art classes at 
the Art Students League of Denver. Below are a few highlights of the year.

Colorado River Float and Fishing Trip, Kremmling, CO
In mid-August 2021, a group of former Craig Hospital patients (AKA Alumni)  had the fantastic opportunity 
to float the Colorado River and fish. Bob Dye, also a former Craig Hospital patient was the guide and generous 
host of this yearly trip. The outing began at Muddy Creek Cabins in Kremmling, Colorado with dinner and 
a meet and greet. In the morning, the other guides, boats, and fly rods were prepared for the group's scenic 
float trip down the River. The morning was nice and cool and the river was calm and peaceful. The group was 
excited to have caught some trout on the first day! The boats pulled onto a sand bank off the river to enjoy lunch 
together. After lunch, the group got back on the river, 
with anticipation to catch more fish. Later, they gathered 
at the cabins and everyone shared their experiences on 
the river then bunked down for a restful night. It was a 
fun, relaxing trip for all who attended. A big thank you 
to Bob Dye, the guides, the volunteers, and Blue Quill 
Anglers for this amazing adventure.

Float and Fishing Trip, Montana
River Deep Foundation sent four veterans from Operation TBI Freedom and two active duty soldiers from 
FT Carson Colorado to Ennis, Montana for some fly fishing down the Madison River. All of our anglers were 
able to use their new fly rods that were given to them by our Anglers of Honor program. The Madison River 

TRY SCUBA
Instructors  from Denver Adaptive Divers 
take participants one-on-one through every 
step in a relaxed and peaceful swimming 
pool environment.

FLOAT and FISH TRIPS
Float and fish trips are offered in various 
locations by generous outfitters. We have 
floated rivers in Colorado, New Mexico 
and Montana with veterans and with 
former with Craig Hospital patients 
confined to wheelchairs.

BLACKSMITHING
Kilroy's Workshop in Colorado Springs 
hosts an Introduction to Blacksmithing 
workshop where participants forge their 
own blade.
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Alliance Program
The Alliance program of River Deep in an important aspect to our organization. It is an innovative and exciting 
collaboration between distinct nonprofits who each work, in their own way, to re-acclimate, re-enable and re-
engage veterans or other disabled individuals, and facilitate healing through an improved outlook and quality of 
life. While each group provides distinct programs, their client bases often overlap. The alliance provides an easy 
referral channel for connecting clients to other services. We welcome established and less established nonprofits. 
For the less established the alliance serves to help bolster their planning, programming and outreach as they 
grow towards self-sustainment. The members share knowledge, ideas and resources to avoid “reinventing the 
wheel” as challenges come up. Additionally, members connect their clients directly to the RDF outings program 
so they can enjoy the recreational activities we offer. Representatives from each nonprofit meet quarterly to 
discuss issues, ideas, challenges and needs. The groups operate under a shared understanding and commitment 
to collaborate for the health of their organizations and ultimately the good of their clients. We had well-attended 
meetings this year and loved to see the collaborations that have developed. The mission of each organization is 
outlined in the next section with updates included as relevant.

is known for its trout fishing and the beautiful landscapes it flows through. Rainbow and brown trout were 
plentiful and even a couple of white fish were caught during their three days on the water. Not only did the 
participants catch fish but they were also able to photograph everything from eagles, ospreys, cranes, and deer all 
along the river basin. They also had the opportunity to do some exploring around Ennis and Virginia City. We 
want to give a BIG thank you to our host, Peter Pauwels and Camp Bullwheel for such a wonderful and relaxing 
trip.

Try SCUBA 
In 2021 we were able to begin offering the Try SCUBA program through Denver Adaptive Divers (DAD) on 
a consistent basis. In the Try SCUBA program, instructors take participants one-on-one through every step 
in a relaxed and peaceful swimming pool environment. SCUBA is not only fun it is also a wonderful way to 
facilitate the healing process. For participants who would like to continue 
learning Scuba after the introductory class, Denver Adapter Divers will take 
them through an application process. Those who quality will be provided the 
opportunity to go on an open water dive trip. 

During 2021 a veteran client referred by Operation TBI Freedom, Samuel Hahn, 
participated in a Try SCUBA class and found that being underwater helps him 
regulate many of his physical and psychological injuries resulting from his time in 
combat. With a desire to move forward in his training, he qualified to attend DAD's dive trip in Bonaire and became 
open-water certified. After that successful trip he hopes to become a dive buddy to help others reap the same benefits 
he has experiences. More details about Hahn's journey can be found on our website blog. This is just one example of 
how our alliance member work together to help clients discover new paths toward healing.
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Anglers of Honor
Anglers of Honor (AoH) is dedicated to sharing world class, therapeutic fly fishing experiences with military 
service personnel and individuals with physical disabilities. The partnership with Kast King has provided fly 
rods to participants as well as other fundraising support. AoH has 
provided organizational and operational support for River Deep. 

Belleview Spine and Wellness
Belleview Spine and Wellness offers 12 free chiropractic adjustments 
per lifetime for Veterans who do not have VA benefits or other 
insurance that covers Chiropractic. They take the time to educate 
Veterans and Service Members on insurance plans and walk them 
through the process of obtaining the benefits they have earned and 
are entitled to. They are proud to have provided over 600 adjustments and treatments at no cost to veterans last 
year. Their staff has been active volunteers with River Deep and we are thrilled to offer them as a resource.

Alliance Members - Missions & Updates

River Deep Alliance Members

RDF officially welcomed three established nonprofit organizations into the alliance this year. Denver Adaptive 
Divers became an "official" alliance member in 2021 as did Belleview Spine and Wellness. In December, the 
alliance committee also welcomed Comeback Yoga to the group. 
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Comeback Yoga
Comeback Yoga is a  Denver-based 501(c)3 nonprofit that delivers free yoga classes to help military personnel, 
their families and supporters. They provide free, accessible, trauma-informed, science-based yoga classes to the 
military community to enhance overall health and quality of life. Their yoga instructors provide classes on-site, 
meeting the community where they are, such as the VA Healthcare System, VFW Posts, military installations 
and wherever a community of veterans requests their services. They also offer daily online live classes through 
YouTube that can be subscribed to via their website. We look forward to 
providing this activity as an option to our clients in 2022.

Craig Hospital
As a large, established organization focused on spinal cord and brain 
injuries, Craig Hospital is able to provide outreach, operational 
guidance, contacts and credibility to our programs. They have benefited 
by offering their recreational therapy clients expanded opportunities 
to participate in our diverse outings and activities. Due to the 
progression of the Covid variants in 2021, the understandably rigorous 
hospital policies did not allow for participation of Craig Hospital inpatients however, former patients from the 
community were welcomed to attend. We will welcome inpatients back to our outings when possible.

Denver Adaptive Divers
Denver Adaptive Divers (DAD) is a Colorado 501c(3) organization that provides support, education, specialized 
training and dive travel to qualified individuals with physical disabilities to enable them to become an integral 
part of the sport of scuba diving.  They work with individuals with various disabilities including but not limited 
to spinal cord injuries, Multiple Sclerosis, amputees, visually and hearing 
impaired— to help them discover the freedom of movement under the 
water. They also offer a SCUBA diving training program that provides 
Open Water Diver certification. 

Operation TBI Freedom
As the military program of Craig Hospital, Operation TBI Freedom (OTF) 
provides support for Veterans and active duty military personnel with 
traumatic brain injuries. We work with OTF on outreach to veterans who may like to participate in our activities 
to help with the depression, isolation and anxiety that can result from a TBI. River Deep provides the majority 
of OTF’s recreational outing programs as a complement their other support services. 

Quality of Life Plus (QL+)
Quality of Life Plus’ (QL+) mission is to foster and generate innovations that aid and improve the quality 
of life for those who have served our country. To accomplish this they work with engineering students at 
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top universities on specific adaptive challenges, improving on current 
designs or creating new ones. Locally, they work with the Colorado 
School of Mines and will soon be working with CU Boulder. The close 
consultation with RDF helps identify more real world possibilities for 
adaptive equipment and the ability to further collaborate directly with 
the end-users. Our disabled participants benefit from the ability to 
test and use the equipment allowing them to more easily participate in 
activities. RDF staff and board members are enthusiastically hands-on with helping to facilitate these projects, 
from communicating with the students to testing designs and recommending improvements. Quality of Life 
Plus is also working with Denver Adaptive Divers in developing dive computers that can measure blood pressure 
underwater.  There is anecdotal evidence that SCUBA diving helps with the headaches suffered by those with 
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and helps them regulate in other ways. This device will help provide additional 
information about how the body reacts while diving and will also allow dive buddies to monitor blood pressure 
in order to recognize a diver in physical or emotional distress and guide them to safety.

SCI Humanitarian Outreach Program
The outings program was initiated 20 years ago as a part of Denver SCI's Humanitarian Outreach Program (SCI 
HOP). In 2017, a stand-alone nonprofit called River Deep Foundation was formed and the outing programs 
were pulled under this umbrella. Denver SCIHOP remains aligned in our mission and provides us with support, 
visibility and outreach to the membership of SCI.

Victory Service Dogs
Victory Service Dogs (VSD) helps local veterans affected with PTSD or other disabilities gain improved quality 
of life through partnership with a service or support dog. They were able use our shared expertise, consulting 
and contacts when they started out and we have sponsored a couple of veteran/dog teams in training. VSD is 
growing rapidly and they now have an operations staff, trainers, a continuous group of applicants, trainee teams 
and engaged community support. They now also provide service dogs to children and first responders. Their 
training programs are being updated to meet Assistant Dogs International (ADI) standards.
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2021 PROGRAMMING REPORT

Programs
Archery Instruction: 3
Art Classes: 11
Blacksmithing: 10
Cooking Class: 1
Equine Assisted Learning: 7
Family Fishing and Fun Days: 2

We generate outing reports after each program with a written detailed summary and photographs that are 
posted to our website, social media and sent to stakeholders.

Total Programs: 56

Program Participants 
Total Client Participants:  696
(Includes clients and family members)

Total Overall Participants:  1626  
(Includes support staff, defined as volunteers, guides, 
instructors, and other non-client attendees)

Breakdown
Military - 
    Veterans:  312
    Active Duty:  96
Craig Hospital Patients: 6
Craig Hospital Alumni & Others with Disabilities:  8
Family Members:  272
Support Staff:  234

Programming Hours
Total Program Hours: 400

Total Client Participant Hours: 11,571
(Includes clients and family members)

Total Overall Hours: 13,218   
(Includes staff, volunteers, guides, instructors, and other 
non-client attendees)

Fencing: 2
Fly Fishing: 4
Hunting:  7
Try SCUBA:  5
Ballooning and Camping Weekend: 1
River Float and Fishing Trips: 2
Wild Game Cooking Class: 1  

Statistics reflect the fiscal year of  October 1, 2020 - September 30, 2021.

Numbers reflect total attendance rather than attendance 
by an individual participant (eg: if an individual client 
or staff member was at 2 outings they are reflected 2 times 
in these numbers).
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PROGRAM EVALUATION
River Deep is dedicated to providing the highest quality experience 
possible for our program participants. We work diligently to tailor and 
design events that specifically target the physical, social and emotional 
needs of our participants. In an effort to make the River Deep 
experience effective and positive, we are continually evaluating and 
measuring our impact through informal check-ins with participants 
and family members/caregivers, as well as through a more formal 
survey at the end of each outing. We revise this evaluation process as 
we learn, in order to portray the most accurate impact of the programs. We use the feedback to help us refine 
and enhance the experiences for clients and to qualify and quantify the impact for stakeholders. This year we 
changed some of the survey questions in order to best understand if our stated mission and goals are being met.  
 
We routinely receive glowing testimonials and accolades through our informal check-ins with participants. 
Below are the results from our formal evaluation tool. On a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly 
Agree) participants reported the following average scores after attending our outings in 2021:

Based on 151 Total Surveys Received

I feel more confident: 

I had positive interactions with my peers:

I had positive interactions with my family 
and/or caregivers: 

I met new people: 

I enjoyed engaging in physical activity:

I had a reason to get out of the house 
and spend time outdoors: 

As a result of today’s outing…. 

4.72

4.87

4.61

4.86

4.89 

4.93

Average Response

Today's events was enjoyable for me: 4.90

Program Survey Results
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4th Annual Sporting Clays Fundraiser
A group of wonderful people gathered to enjoy the great weather and good food 
while supporting the River Deep Foundation. Together, we raised $17, 750 at 
this event. Everyone had a fun time, participating in some friendly competition 
shooting clays. Lunch, donated by the American Beef Battalion, was a delicious 
treat, featuring rib-eye steak with corn, mashed potatoes, and dessert. The 

fundraiser ended with some prizes for the best clay 
shooters and others participating in the event. It was 
incredible to have another successful event. Each year 
this fundraiser gets better with the funds raised going directly to providing outings 
for wounded veterans and individuals with disabilities. A big thank you to all of 
the sponsors, volunteers, participants, and the River Deep Foundation's incredible 
supporters. 
 

Golf Tournament hosted by Rocky Mountain Harley Davidson 
River Deep Foundation was honored to be chosen by Rocky Mountain 
Harley-Davidson (RMHD) to be the beneficiary of their 20th Annual Golf 
Tournament Fundraiser. The beautiful July day opened with a ceremonious 
presentation of the colors by the color guard from Ft. Carson SRU. Command 
Sergeant Major King then spoke about River Deep and how important our 
programs are to helping the helping the soldiers while they are active duty and 
veterans. We began the tournament with over 100 golfers participating. The event raised over $16,225 for River 
Deep Foundation. We are so grateful to Kathy and Marina at RMHD for their support and their entire staff, 
who volunteered on their day off to assist with the event as well as the sponsors and participants who made the 
day possible. Mike and the staff at Meridian provided a wonderful lunch and as always, impeccable service.

FUNDRAISING EVENTS
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Specialty Appliance Donation
For several years, Specialty Appliance has been kind enough to donate 
use of their Greenwood Village showroom to us for our wild game 
cooking classes. This year they approached us with offer to donate 
appliance packages to veterans as a thank you for their service.

On December 2nd they held a spectacular holiday party at their 
showroom for colleagues and partners in the Kitchen and Bath 
industry. Wonderful food, music, and festive company was plentiful. 
During the event, the packages, donated by Whirlpool, were 
presented to three veterans who are clients Operation TBI Freedom. 
Each package is worth $3,200 toward the Whirlpool appliances of 
their choosing. The recipients were very grateful and appreciative for 
the gift that helped make their holidays extra special. 

The event also included a silent auction, the proceeds of which were 
donated to River Deep Foundation. We would like to express out 
sincere gratitude to everyone at Specialty Appliance and Whirlpool for 
their continued support, kindness and generosity. 

Retailer Corporate Giving Programs
We also get donations through community programs at retail stores that give a percentage of purchases to 
nonprofits. River Deep Foundation can benefit from purchases that supporters make at local grocers like 
Safeway and King Soopers and from online purchases through the Amazon Smiles program. Supporters can find 
information about enrolling on our website. Monies received by RDF from these sources are currently small but 
consistent and there is a lot of room to increase these "passive" donation opportunities.
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MARKETING/ADMINISTRATIVE & DONOR OUTREACH UPDATES
Donor Database
In 2021 we finalized the transition of our donor database to Flipcause and began using it to streamline cam-
paigns and track donations. It also allows us to create peer-to-peer campaigns. We are discussing the best peer-to 
peer fundraising options to expand our outreach.

Digital Marketing
We update the "Outing Summaries Blog" weekly on the website which included photos and summaries of each 
outing. Fundraising and other event updates can be found on the News/Updates blog page. This information 
is also shared on social media utilizing our Facebook and Instagram accounts. Quarterly newsletters are sent via 
email to update supporters about events, outings and alliance members. 

Grant Writer
We have hired a grant writer who has the experience, skill and knowledge to identify and apply for grants that 
we may quality for.

We have reached a critical point where we have a full calendar of programs that are running smoothly serving 
a good number of clients. Up until this point, however, RDF has been operating with small group of staff and 
contractors and our Executive Director, Bob Adwar is doing much of the heavy lifting of the organization.

Our main goal is raise enough funds through grants, individual and corporate donations so that we may hire a 
staff member with a diverse skill set to assist with operations, outing logistics, fundraising and more. Without this 
additional support we will be unable to grow and serve more clients. 

We have a limited donor base and there is a tremendous opportunity to expand our donor outreach. We have 
considered peer-to-peer fundraising as mentioned above and are open to input regarding other ideas and contacts.

GOALS/OPPORTUNITIES
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MARKETING/ADMINISTRATIVE & DONOR OUTREACH UPDATES 2021 FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Fiscal year of October 1, 2020 - September 30, 2021

A very special thank you to Mr. Robert F. Smith for his personal commitment to providing opportunities for 
deserving individuals. Mr. Smith’s generosity makes an immediate difference in the lives of our participants. We 
greatly appreciate his kindness.
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PARTNERS/OUTFITTERS  
Our partners and outfitters are a vital part of our programming and we would like to acknowledge 
their assistance in making our outings successful.

Allen Strong, Nebrado Farms–Holyoke, CO
Art Students League of Denver
Blue Quill Angler–Evergreen, CO
Bear Basin Ranch–Westcliff, CO
The Bluffs–Byers, CO
Camp Bullwheel–Madison River, MT
Capitol Peak Outfitters–Snowmass, CO
Cottonwood Art Denver–Colorado Springs, CO
Colorado Youth Outdoors–Windsor, CO
Denver Adaptive Divers–Denver, CO
Denver Fencing Center–Denver, CO
Eleven Mile State Park–Colorado
Kilroy’s Workshop–Colorado Springs, CO
Lincoln Hills Fly Fishing Club–Black Hawk, CO
RMS Gear–Lakewood, CO
Air Force Academy Remount Foundation–Colorado Springs, CO
Specialty Appliance–Greenwood Village, CO
Ballooning Clubs–Pikes Peak (BSOPP), Colorado Balloon Club, AAAA from ABQ New Mexico 
Valhalla-Bijou Hunt Club–Bennett, CO

DONORS
Aaron Hughes
Aaron LePedis
Aaron Sexton
Al Duran
Al Noraker
Amy Dorsey
Andrea Mikulec
Andy Calerich
Anna King
ARC Flash Gear
Audry Will
Bavaria Inn
BBC Custom Hardwood, Inc.

Bob Russel
Bonanno Family
Brekhus Tile and Stone
Brent Taylor
Brenton Scott
Brian Pleumer
Brian Rolfson
Broomfield VFW Aux 9565
Building Operators of 
Colorado (BOAC)
Carl Barna
Chad Habegger
Charlie Putman

Chris Eddy
Chris Ravotti
Chris Wood
Cody Brooks
Corinna Peters
Craig Hospital
Craig Moelis
Dave Platzer
David Barnard
David Loucks
David Pettit
Deborah Donner
Debra Hicks
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Deren Williams
Devron Coday
Dreyden Family Giving Foundation 
Eagle Six Gear
Freda Moore
Gary Hegstad
Glen Cooper
Harold Fahrenbrook
Henry Snape
Hollis Booker
J.R. Lapierre
James Goza
Jan Mueller
Jared Caruso
Jason Bowman
Jason Miller
Jason Mundy
Jason Pastuch
Jeanette Sudan
Jeff Koepke
Jeff Ruckman
Jesus Guerra
Jesus Valerio
Joe Hicks
Joey Goetting
John Pirkopf
John Sullivan
Joshua Murphy
Kathy Makowski
Keal Vigil
Ken Lopata
Kevin Turecek
Kroger (King Soopers)
Larry Beck
Lincoln Hills Cares Foundation
Louise Hadad
Luke Barden
Lynn Shelton

Mac Plymale, Jr
Marcie Rhodes
Marian Robinson
Mark Alan Eldridge
Mark Kvidera
Mark Yevoli
Martin Concannon
Martin Marietta
Martin W Buys
Mary Predovich
Matt Barna
Matthew Wenstrom
Michael Landry
Mike Larkin
Nate Howard
Neil Maday
Pat Mckune, E
Patrick Gorham
Peggy Claar
Peter J Taylor
Phillip and Susan Holmes
Predovich and Co.
Randall Castro
Rhize Above
Richard Duran
Richard Huey
Richard Steiner
Roadside Supplies
Ron Drey
Ryan Falliaux
Santiago Garcia III
Serge Hansen
Sherry McGann
Silas Rosales
Stephen Oertle
Steve Houy
Steve Smith
Tammy Scott

All American Beef Battalion
Ballooning Society of Pikes Peak 
Colorado Balloon Club 
AAAA Balloon Club
Bear Basin Ranch
Blue Quill Anglers
Bob and Debbie Dy
Camp Bullwheel
Capitol Peak Outfitter
Denver Adaptive Divers
Denver Fencing Center
Denver SCI 
GunWerks
Infinite Outdoors
Leslie Fangman
MarbleTec Systems
Marine Toys for Tots
Nebrado Farms
Pinwheel Ranch
RMS Gear
SCI International
Specialty Appliance 
Sportsmen Against Hunger
Valhalla-Bijou Hunt Club
Wittington Center, New Mexico

TDC Marble Corp
Terry Reinke
The Ranch at West 40
Tim Schield
Tyler Mintz
Valhalla Bijou Hunt Club
Warner Andrews

DONORS IN-KIND
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SUMMARY
It is important that we help keep our clients on the road to mental, physical and emotional healing. River Deep 
Foundation expresses their deepest gratitude to our supporters and wishes everyone health and comfort in the 
coming year.

Reid Atkins
Mark Bassagani 
Shannon Boyles
Devron Codday
Jason Cretti
Patrick Duane
Amy Duncan 
Chris Dundas
Alan Dunlap
Bob Dye
Ethan Emery
Leslie Fangman
Conner  Flansburg
Matthew Graeve
Joe Hubbard
Justin Hudson
Travis Jones
John and Natasha Jugl
Rob Krisner

J.R. Lapierre
Dave MacLennan
Stephanie MacLennan
Russell MacLennan
Colin Mulligan
Al Noraker
Corrina Peters
Scott Polak
Randy Pruitt
Lori Raymond
Alan Robinson
Allen Strong
Tyler Trouillot
Chuck Williamson
Susan Williamson
Angling University
The Flyer Guide Service 
The Staff at Belleview Spine and Wellness 

VOLUNTEERS
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www.RiverDeepFoundation.org
@riverdeepfoundation

 Russel MacLennan 
Vice President

BOB ADWAR
Executive Director
303.881.0400
bob@riverdeepfoundation.org

@riverdeepfoundation

 Susan Williamson 
Treasurer/Secretary

J.R. LAPIERRE 
Managing Director
720.253.2494
jr@anglersofhonors.org

 Chris Dundas 
President

Chuck Williamson 
Board Member

 Allen Smith
Board Member

Amy Norton 
Marketing Director

Report Writing, Design and Layout by Amy Norton, The Creative Angle, Marketing & Communications

Healing Lives One Adventure at a Time
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